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Abstract— Robots using anthropomorphic hands and pros-
thesis grasping applications frequently rely on a corpus of
labeled images for training a learning model that predicts a
suitable grasping pose for grasping an object. However, factors
such as an object’s physical properties, the intended task, and
the environment influence the choice of a suitable grasping pose.
As a result, the annotation of such images introduces a level of
complexity by itself, therefore making it challenging to establish
a systematic labeling approach. This paper presents three
crowdsourcing studies that focus on collecting task-dependent
grasp pose labels for one hundred everyday objects. Finally,
we report on our investigations regarding the influence of task-
dependence on the choice of a grasping pose and make our
collected data available in the form of a dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grasping objects represents one of a human’s most signif-

icant abilities in order to carry out a considerable amount of

daily activities. It is due to our cognitive abilities and dexter-

ous hands that we are capable of overcoming the complexity

of finding a suitable grasping pose for an arbitrary object in

a given context. Furthermore, there exist numerous actions

that do not require us to consciously think about the choice

of a grasping pose as we have learned to associate them

through experience [1]. Such actions may include drinking

from a glass, holding a fork for eating, or carrying a plate.

As a result, a grasping pose is determined subconsciously,

leading to similar grasps being applied on a daily basis.

Researchers have long had an interest in analyzing re-

occurring grasping poses as well as the factors that influence

the choice of each particular pose. This interest has lead to

the emergence of sophisticated models that structure grasping

poses according to their similarity [2], [3], [4]. These models

typically emphasize that the choice of a grasping pose is

mainly influenced by the physical properties of an object, the

intention of the applied grasp (i.e. the task), and the impact of

the environment. For example, picking up a freely accessible

pen from a flat surface requires a different grasping pose as

compared to grasping a pen for writing a note.

At the same time, one of the fields strongly profiting

from our continuously improving knowledge about human

grasps is the field of robotics. Enabling a robot that uses an

anthropomorphic hand to grasp objects similar to a human

represents a highly complex task as there exists an infinite

amount of potential grasping poses. However, by utilizing

our understanding of human grasping poses, the development

of methods that allow robots to choose a suitable grasping
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Fig. 1. Demonstrates three different human grasping poses with a simple
pen depending on the tasks: (A) writing, (B) pick-up and (C) hand-over.

pose becomes a feasible task. Similarly, the field of prosthesis

can exploit this knowledge for the automatic selection of an

appropriate grasping pose [5], [6]. Many more recently in-

troduced approaches incorporate the power of convolutional

neural networks for predicting a suitable pose for grasping

an object [5], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In contrast to traditional

grasp detection methods that aim towards detecting an area

that enables a robot to securely grasp an object [11], [12],

these approaches face a different challenge. Namely, the

development of computational models that incorporates the

factors influencing the choice of grasping pose.

A crucial step towards computational models that are

capable of making accurate predictions with regards to the

choice of a suitable grasping pose lies in the acquisition

of data. For example, grasp prediction models that rely

on computer vision techniques require a large amount of

annotated object images for achieving a high accuracy in

order to become useful. It is important to emphasize that,

due to an appropriate grasping pose depending on several

factors, the process of data labeling introduces a layer of

complexity by itself. Even though this aspect is sometimes

considered in the literature [13], [14], [15], authors often

struggle to provide a crisp description with regards to their

data annotation process [5], [7], [8], [9], [10]. As a result,

they either do not provide a description or their methodology

does not take the aforementioned factors influencing the

choice of a grasp into account.

In order to acknowledge the complexity of this labeling

process and the sparseness of systematically labeled data for

such grasp prediction models, this paper makes the following

contributions.

• We have conducted three studies on the choice and

distribution of task-dependent grasp poses for 100 ev-

eryday objects and report on our findings.

• We further make our collected data available to the

research community1 in order to support the systematic

annotation of data for grasp prediction models.

1https://github.com/nikleer/TaskDependentGrasps
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II. RELATED WORK

The related work most relevant this paper comprises

three fields. First, it is necessary to discuss the established

literature in the field of human grasp analysis. After that, we

have a closer look at concrete approaches that aim towards

predicting a suitable grasping pose for grasping objects.

Finally, we would like to elaborate on the related literature

in the field of task-oriented grasping in robotics.

A. Analysis of Human Grasps

One of the most fundamental publications in the field of

human grasp analysis was published by Napier [16] who first

distinguishing between the so-called power and precision

grip. Cutkosky [2] later went beyond the scope of distin-

guishing between power and precision grip by providing

a structuring of grasps in a hierarchical taxonomy. Even

though the authors point towards the incompleteness of their

taxonomy that arises from task- and geometry dependent

constraints, their work does consider the influence of these

factors to a certain extent.

In an effort to provide a taxonomy of human grasps

that considers all previously published taxonomies from

various scientific fields, Feix et al. [3] published the so-called

GRASP taxonomy. Their taxonomy represents the most

comprehensive categorization of human grasp poses, and has

established the current state-of-the-art. They further utilize

their insights from analyzing the frequency of grasp types

during tasks carried out by housekeepers and machinists [17]

as well as the influence of an object’s properties [18] and

the corresponding task [19] on the choice of grasp. These

insights enable them to provide statistics with regards to

geometric and task dependent constraints for each grasp type

in the GRASP taxonomy.

In contrast to the aforementioned taxonomy of grasps,

which are based on qualitative criteria, Stival et al. [4]

quantitatively assess the similarity of grasps. They retrieve

electromyographic and kinematic data from test subjects

and construct modality specific hierarchical representations

reflecting the similarity of the executed grasps. Using their

final taxonomy, which merges both models into a joint

hierarchy, they derive five general classes for all grasps.

The publications outlined in this section serves as a basis

for computational models that enable predicting a suitable

grasp pose under different circumstances as in case of robotic

grasping applications. Following, we have a look at these

approaches and point towards difficulties in the systematic

annotation of data that such models are trained on.

B. Grasp Prediction Methods

Due to the capabilities of convolutional neural networks

in many computer vision tasks, the field of grasp predictions

adopted the learning method for object-based grasp classi-

fication [7]. This approach has shown to be promising for

grasp predictions in hand prosthesis [5], myoelectric hands

[8], and robotic grasping applications [10]. As computer

vision approaches that focus on a restricted amount of

features tend to undermine the importance of the executed

action, Yang et al. [15] focus on the inclusion of a human’s

action intention into their learning model. Cai et al. [20] view

the problem of predicting a suitable grasp from a similar

perspective and emphasize the importance of studying the

relation between an object, a human’s intention, and the

applied grasp. One major challenge that vision-based grasp

prediction models face lies in the systematic annotation of

data. Especially when annotating images of objects where

only one specific angle is considered and no additional

context, such as the intended task, is provided. As a result,

authors often vaguely describe how their data was annotated,

or do not provide a description at all [5], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In

some cases, it appears that the annotation process follows the

process of elimination based on the grasping poses chosen

by the authors. For example, DeGol et al. [5] describe this

process as annotating their data by assigning the grasping

pose they ,,felt was most natural”.

We fully acknowledge the complexity that is introduced

by all the factors influencing the choice of a grasp and

believe that, especially in practical applications such as

robotic grasping [13], [21], task-dependence requires more

emphasis. We further believe that such investigations may

help restricting the total number of grasps in nowadays’ tax-

onomies to a small number of necessary grasps for specific

tasks (e.g. a basic pick-and-place task). Arapi et al. [22]

recently contributed to this challenge by providing a dataset

of annotated videos in which subjects perform activities of

daily living. They further analyze the statistical occurrences

of classes based on their newly introduced video labeling

taxonomy. In this paper, we present three crowdsourcing

studies in which we collect task-dependent grasp pose labels

for one hundred everyday objects and make our collected

data available to the research community.

C. Task-oriented Grasping in Robotics

Numerous robotic systems that incorporate the influence

of a specific task have been proposed, most of which are

dedicated towards two-finger grasping [23], [24], [25], [26].

In fact, Murali et al. [25] take a similar approach to our work

by leveraging crowdsourcing for the automatic labeling of

their data. Dang and Allen [27] present a planning framework

that incorporates task-related constraints for determining a

suitable grasping pose. On top of such a constraint, Detry

et al. [28] additionally enable their robot to gain geometry-

based understanding of the scene at hand in order to generate

an appropriate task-oriented grasp. In both publications, their

contributions are demonstrated at the example of a three-

fingered robot. In case of robots using an anthropomorphic

hand, Prats et al. [29] utilize prototypical hand pre-shapes

for enabling their robot to turn the handle of a door. Nguyen

et al. [30] describe an approach for reorienting an arbitrarily

positioned object into a position that enables their robot to

apply the intended task-oriented grasp.

III. CROWDSOURCING STUDIES

The croudsourcing studies we present in this paper are

targeted towards the annotation of object images based on



Fig. 2. Subset of objects that we used in our three studies.

grasp pose labels by collecting the assessments from test

subjects. By doing so, we aim to contribute to simplifying

the challenge of acquiring data as well as the systematic

annotation of the acquired data. Instead of assessing suitable

grasp poses for objects that are not put into a context,

our collected labels consider task-dependence. Further, we

are generally interested into the investigation of grasp pose

distributions for specific tasks as some grasps, even though

frequent in general, might not be frequently used during such

tasks. For example, these insights might be used to support

robot grasping applications by diminishing the number of

potentially required grasps during specific tasks.

In the next four sections, we describe each significant

aspect of our studies. We start by providing an overview

of the objects we have chosen for the systematic annotation

process. After that, we discuss and justify our selection

of grasp poses for annotating the objects. Moving on, we

describe our study setup and elaborate on the results of our

studies.

A. Object Images Collection

In order to collect the assessments, we were required to

gather images of objects that are shown to the participants

during the studies. To this end, we have gathered a collection

of images that covers a total of 100 objects. The majority

of our images are publicly available and do not require the

acquisition of a license. For all the objects where could not

find an image suitable for our purpose, we either acquired

a license in order to obtain the right to use the image, or

we took a photograph of the respective object ourselves.

Our final collection contains a large number of objects that

are commonly used in most human’s everyday life including

fruit, tools, numerous containers, writing and eating utensils

as well as a range of other everyday objects. Figure 2 shows

a small sample of the objects from our collected images.

Another crucial factor in the execution of our studies

represents the choice of grasping poses that a human may

choose to grasp an object with. In the next section, we elab-

orate on our choices and provide appropriate justification.

B. Selection of Grasp Poses

The selection of grasp poses for annotating objects with

regards to their most suitable grasp type represents an

Fig. 3. The grasping poses referred to as Medium Wrap (1), Lateral (2),
Tripod (3), and Writing Tripod (4).

important factor. Choosing too many grasps increases the

likelihood of introducing confusion, i.e. the most appropriate

grasp becomes less clear. On the other hand, focusing on too

few grasps might eliminate the possibility of grasping certain

objects completely. Consequently, systematically choosing

the smallest number of necessary grasping poses for anno-

tating data becomes complicated, especially when analyzing

the choice of a grasp during many tasks.

In order to determine the smallest number of grasps that

spans over as many objects as possible during various tasks,

we based our decision on the statistical observations from the

literature [17], [18], [31]. Considering these observations, the

grasping poses most distinguishable that span over the largest

set of objects are referred to as Medium Wrap, Lateral,

Tripod, and Writing Tripod. Figure 3 shows each grasping

pose. It is worth mentioning that the same methodology was

used by Salvadó [9] who chose nearly the same grasping

poses for the annotation of images. Our choices also appear

sensible in accordance with the quantitative grasp taxonomy

established by Stival et al. [4] as we choose exactly one grasp

from each category, excluding ring grasps.

C. Setups of our Studies

We conducted our crowdsourcing studies on Amazon

Mechanical Turk (MTurk)2, a crowdsourcing marketplace

that enables the automatic annotation of large amounts of

data through so-called Workers. Workers are humans that

collectively work on assignments while gaining a small

amount of money for each successfully annotated sample.

In our studies, we were interested in determining the most

suitable grasping pose for grasping the objects shown by

the images we have collected. This is why we setup a total

of three studies where each study was targeted towards the

analysis of the most suitable grasp choice and overall grasp

choice distributions. In study number one, study participants

were asked to to choose the most suitable grasping pose for

holding an object. As a part of our second study, participants

were asked to choose the most suitable grasping pose for

2https://www.mturk.com/



TABLE I

SAMPLE OF OUR FUNCTIONAL TASK DESCRIPTIONS FOR A SMALL

SELECTION OF OBJECTS.

Object Functional Task Description

Apple How would you eat an apple?
Banknote How would you insert a banknote into an ATM?

Chess Piece How would you move a chess piece on a chess board?
Dice How would you roll a die?
Fork How would you eat with a fork?

Glue Stick How would you apply glue with a glue stick?
Hairbrush How would you brush your hair with a hairbrush?

Key How would you open a door with a key?
Knife How would you cut with a knife?

Lemon How would you squeeze a lemon?
Mug How would you drink from a mug?
Pill How would you ingest a pill into your mouth?

Pliers How would you use pliers?
Spatula How would you cook with a spatula?

Tennis Ball How would you throw a tennis ball?
Whisk How would you stir with a whisk?

picking an object that is placed on a flat surface. In

both of these studies, the task description was the same for

all objects. This aspect changed in our third study where

participants were asked to choose the most suitable grasping

pose based on a functional task description specifically

related to an object. Table I provides an overview of 15

examples for such functional task descriptions. Our approach

for coming up with these descriptions were comprehensive

discussions about what would be considered the task most

commonly associated with each object. However, as we have

not been able to determine such a description for every single

object, we only collected this data for a total of 91 objects.

For all the other objects, we stuck to asking participants how

they would hold the object, similar to study number one.

Figure 4 shows the mTurk study interface at the example of

an acorn, which represents one of the objects on our images.

For all studies, the following conditions applied. Partic-

ipants were given a maximum of five minutes to choose

the most suitable grasping pose based on the provided task

description. It was not mandatory for a participants to make a

choice, leaving the possibility for a participant not to choose

any grasp. Finally, we gathered 20 assessments for each

object, resulting in 2000 assessments per study.

Following, we have a detailed look at the results we have

been able to retrieve in our studies.

D. Results

In order to systematically report on the results from

our crowdsourcing studies, we start by providing the most

significant figures for each study followed by a cross-study

comparison. For the sake of simplicity, we refer to our

three studies as ,,hold”, ,,pick”, and ,,functional” as these

are the tasks introduced in each study respectively. For each

study, we report on the distribution of majority votes (i.e.

the grasping poses that received the majority of assessments

for each object) and the general distribution of assessments

provided by our study participants. Both distributions are

visualized in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. The Amazon mTurk study interface seen by the study participants
for choosing the most suitable grasping pose at the example of an acorn.

1) Study one (Hold): In case of this study, which

included all objects, we have retrieved a total of 1983

assessments from 154 unique participants. Consequently,

participants did not provide such an assessment 17 times

(13 times for an individual object, twice for two objects).

Based on these assessments, the lateral, medium wrap,

tripod, and writing tripod grasping pose have received a

total of 16, 37, 15, and 35 majority votes respectively. The

overall distribution of assessments follows a similar trend

resulting in 336, 648, 357, and 642 individual votes. The

only difference between these distributions lies in the fact

that the tripod grasp gathered less majority votes than the

lateral grasp while receiving more assessments.

2) Study two (Pick): For study two, which also included

all objects, we have retrieved a total of 1987 assessments

from 141 unique participants. For 12 individual objects

(11 times once, twice for one object), no assessment was

provided. In this study, the medium wrap, tripod and writing

tripod received nearly the same number of majority votes

resulting in a total of 33, 32, and 35 respectively. For

the lateral grasp, on the other hand, this was the case for

only five objects. We can observe a similar assessment

distribution with the medium wrap, tripod, and writing

tripod all receiving nearly 600 assessments. Only the lateral

grasp received slightly above 200.

3) Study three (Functional): Finally, study three

concluded in a total of 1978 assessments from 153 unique

participants. However, as we have only articulated a

functional task description for 91 objects, only assessments

for those objects are taken into account (i.e., 1800). For 19

individual objects (once every single time), an assessment

was not provided. In case of the functional tasks, the lateral,

medium wrap, tripod, and writing tripod have received a

total of 13, 32, 19, and 30 majority votes respectively.

However, the assessment distribution does not entirely

reflect the same result as the writing tripod received more

assessments than the medium wrap (565 and 512). Tripod

and lateral grasp have received a total of 433 and 290

assessments respectively.



Fig. 5. Grasp pose and assessment distribution for the three tasks (a) holding an object (b) picking an object from a flat surface (c) functional task
specifically related to each object.

4) Cross-study comparison: Comparing the results of our

studies against each other, there are a number of notable

aspects. The medium wrap and writing tripod have con-

sistently accumulated the highest number of majority votes

and assessments. This is because it can be observed that

the medium wrap remains a popular choice for most bulky

objects that allow a human to wrap their entire hand around

the object. The opposite can be said about the writing tripod,

which receives a considerable number of assessments in case

of very flat objects such as a credit card and objects that

resemble the shape of a writing utensil. We can also observe

that the tripod grasp represented a substantially more popular

choice during our pick study, leading to a considerably in-

crease in the total number of majority votes and assessments.

Furthermore, the lateral grasp, which represents the least

chosen grasping pose in general, has received barely any

majority votes during the pick study.

As we are interested into how a task influences the choice

of a grasp, we consider it sensible to report on a series

of examples that demonstrate task-independence, uncertainty

and task-dependence within our results. Figure 6 shows the

exact assessment distribution for a small subset of objects

that perfectly demonstrate these three cases.

Task-independence can be seen at the example of an

apricot, a paintbrush, or a strawberry where the total number

of assessments does not tend to deviate from the same grasp.

The medium wrap enables a secure grasp on the apricot

while the paintbrush requires a more precise grasp such as

the writing tripod. As the strawberry represents a smaller

type of fruit, its size appears to be a perfect fit for the tripod

grasp.

Uncertainty is clearly introduced in case of objects such

as a frisbee, a glue stick, or a spatula. Participants have not

been able to decide on which grasping pose would be most

suitable in any of our studies. Each object can be grasped in

multiple ways, independent of the tasks included in our study,

leading to a broad distribution of the provided assessments.

In fact, Figure 7 shows many cases of uncertainty where

the assessments of our study participants almost equally

span over two or three grasping poses given a specific task.

We believe that such results further stress the aspect of

considering the challenge of grasp pose classification as a

multi class classification problem. However, by including

additional factors, such as the placement of a grasp, it might

be possible to lower the degree of uncertainty.

Task-dependence becomes visible in when viewing the

distribution of assessments for the objects chalk, toothbrush,

and pliers. Chalk, which gathered an overwhelming majority

of assessments for the writing tripod grasp in our hold and

functional study, is suddenly overruled by the tripod grasp

in our pick study. Another such task-dependent fluctuation

is visible for the toothbrush, where the overall distribution

of assessments changes over three grasping poses. The same

effect, but to an even more extreme extent, can be observed

for the pliers where holding is mostly associated with the

lateral, picking with the tripod, and the functional task

with the medium wrap grasp. Finally, considering that we

distinguish between only four grasping poses, it is notable

that the choice of the most suitable grasp has changed at

least once for 34 objects across all studies.

In addition to the quantitative data provided above, we

believe that it is sensible to discuss limitations and potential

implications of our studies. We elaborate on these aspects in

the next section.

IV. DISCUSSION

Following, we would like to elaborate on a few discussion

points with regards to our studies in general as well as the

results we have retrieved.

Even though this aspect lies beyond the scope of what

this work was targeted towards, an object’s orientation was

only implicitly considered in these results. This is because,

especially during many functional tasks, participants were

required to make an implicit assumption about the orientation

of an object. For example, when participants were asked

as to how they would write with a pen, it is reasonable to

assume that most participants would imagine holding a pen

in about the same orientation. The exact opposite can be said

about our first study where participants were simply asked

as to how they would hold an object. The wording used in

this study leaves room for interpretation to some extent. In

fact, participants might have substituted holding an object

by associating the task most commonly carried out with the



Fig. 6. Distribution for a small subset of objects that demonstrate task-independence, uncertainty, and task-dependence. A complete overview encompassing
all objects and their corresponding assessment distributions can be found in Figure 7.

object (e.g. holding a pen would be interpreted equivalently

to writing with a pen). When collecting data about grasp

types, future studies should investigate the role of an object’s

orientation on the selection of an appropriate grasp pose.

As previously described, many authors vaguely describe

their data annotation procedure, or do not provide a descrip-

tion at all [5], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Our analysis and the data we

have retrieved are intended to aid other researchers during la-

beling tasks that involve the use of anthropomorphic grasping

poses. This may include the preliminary annotation of images

[7], [8], [9], [10], [14], [15], robotic and prosthesis grasping

applications [5], [6], [13], [21], or enriching semantic ontolo-

gies with information about grasp types [32]. Furthermore,

we hope to encourage other researchers to place a stronger

emphasis on the aspect of task-dependence in order to gain

more insights regarding the use of anthropomorphic grasps

in different contexts.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper was targeted towards shedding light into the

task-dependence of the choice of a grasping pose for grasping

a large number of everyday objects. To this end, we have

provided a comprehensive description regarding all the as-

pects of the three crowdsourcing studies we have conducted,

including the data we used, the grasping poses we chose and

the general setup of our studies. Based on this information,

we have outlined the results of each study individually

and as a part of a cross-study comparison. We further

presented concrete examples for objects where our results

show task-independence, general uncertainty with regards to

the choice of a grasp, and task-dependence. Moreover, we

discussed notable aspects of our study as well as potential

future work. Finally, by making our data available to the

research community, we hope to be able to contribute to the

systematic annotation of data for anthropomorphic robotic

grasping and prosthesis applications.
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Fig. 7. Overview of all objects used during our studies and their corresponding assessment distributions for each task.




